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ABSTRACT 
We discuss eight natural matrix reorderings, motivated by the two which are 
central to the theory of [l] and [6]. These mappings are used to relate dyad and 
Kronecker products of matrices. Some of their algebraic properties and their proper- 
ties as linear transformations are explored. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In [S], Poluilcis and Hill gave reorderings I and \k which led to new 
characterizations of hermitian-preserving and completely positive linear trans- 
formations. In [l], Barker, Hill, and Haertel exploited these ideas in exhibiting 
the isometric isomorphism between the completely positive and positive 
semidefinite cones of appropriate sizes. 
In this paper we discuss eight natural reorderings of which I? and \][I are 
two. These mappings are used to relate dyad and Kronecker products of 
matrices. Some of their algebraic properties are explored. 
We utilize the Hill-Poluikis notation [6]. Given positive integers t, u, let 
S = {(i, j): i = I..., ; ’ 
lexicographical orderi~gJ = ” ’ ’ ’ ’ 
u}; endow S with two orderings, viz., the 
(i,j)<(r,s) iff i<r or (i=rand j<s) 
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and the antilexicographical ordering 
(i,j)<(r,s) iff j<s or (j=sandi<r). 
Corresponding to each of these orderings we have bijections from the set of 
ordered pairs S onto { 1,. . . , tu} defined by [i, j] = (i - 1)~ + j and (i, j) = 
(j - 1)t + i. We shall employ several choices for the pair (t, u); in each case 
the definitions of [i, j] and (i, j) should be clear from the range of the 
indices i and j. 
Now fix positive integers n and 9. Letting A,,(&,) denote the set of 
n x n block matrices whose elements are from A,, in [6] 
have been defined by 
r(T)ti = t[i,j],[r,s]* i,j=l ,*.*9> r, s = 1,. . . , 12, 
and 
*(T)td=t(r,s),(i,j)~ i, j = 1 ,**., n, r,s=l,..., 9. 
Six more reorderings naturally appear: 
‘CT)i! = t[i,j],(r,s)' 
‘tT)l! = t(i, j),[r,s]' 
@tT)fdzt(i,j),(r,s)) 
h(T)~!=t(r,s),[i,j]~ 
A(‘):?=t[r,s],(i,j)y 
‘CT)f! = t(r,s],[i, j]' 
As in [6], for example, we note that the (r, s) entry of block (i, j) of P(T) is 
t[r,sl,[i, jl’ 
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Intuitively, I rearranges the 9’ rows of T E A,%, “2 lexicographically 
into n x n blocks ordered lexicographically; T rearranges the 9’ rows of T 
lexicographically into n X n blocks ordered antilexicographically; Z re- 
arranges the 92 rows of T antilexicographically into n X n blocks ordered 
lexicographically; 0 rearranges the 92 rows of T antilexicographically into 
n x n blocks ordered antilexicographically; \k rearranges the nz columns of T 
antilexicographically into 9 X 9 blocks ordered antilexicographically; A re- 
arranges the n2 columns of T antilexicographically into 9 x 9 blocks ordered 
lexicographically; A rearranges the n2 columns of T lexicographically into 
9 X 9 blocks ordered antilexicographically; St rearranges the n2 columns of T 
lexicographically into 9 X 9 blocks ordered lexicographically. 
II. PROPERTIES AS LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS 
Letting { Eij} be the standard basis for matrices of appropriate size and 
observing that a linear transformation is uniquely determined by its action on 
a basis, we give the following characterizations: 
THEOREM 1. 
ci) r(E[i, j],[r,s]>= E[i,r],[j,s], 
cii) ‘cE[i, j],[r,s]>= E[j,r],[i,s]’ 
(iii) ‘(EFi,jl,[r,s])= Eri,sl,[j,r], 
tiv> @CE[i,j],[r,s]>= E[j,s],[i,r]T 
cv) *CE[i, j],[r,s])= E[s, j],[r,i]9 
cvi) A(E[i,j].[rrs])= E[r, j],[s,i]y 
cvii) ‘CE[i, j],[r.s]>= E[s,i],[r, j]’ 
cviii) ‘CE[i, j],[r,s])= E[r,i],[s, j]’ 
We observe that the eight linear transformations P, ‘I’, Z, 0, \k, A, A, 
and D do not preserve normal or hermitian matrices. Further, they do not 
preserve the matrix properties of determinant, rank, and trace. Counterexam- 
pies are easily found. However, these eight mappings do generate the 
transpose operator, which preserves all of the above properties and types of 
matrices. Moreover, under composition they generate a 24-clement group, all 
members of which preserve the inner product and thus the corresponding 
metric properties. 
It is as reorderings that these mappings are useful. Since a matrix is 
hermitian (positive semidefinite) iff its transpose Y is also, our reorderings 
extend the Poluikis-Hill characterization listings for hermitian-preserving and 
completely positive linear transformations [6, Theorems 1,2] as follows (note 
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that ( ) and [ ] denote matrix representations with respect to the standard 
basis ordered antilexicographically and lexicographically respectively): 
THEOREM 2. Zf .7: M, + M, is linear, the following are equivalent: 
(i) F is hermitian-preserving (completely positive), 
(ii) I’((.7))= O([.F]) ’ h 2s errnitian (positive semidefinite), 
(iii) \k((.F)) = Q<(F)) ’ h zs ermitian (positive semidefinite), 
(iv) XT(y))= W(y)) ’ h ts ernzitian (positive semidefinite), 
(4 #W(O) = at<(y)) ’ h as ermitian (positive semidefinite), 
(vi) yO([ 71) = l?([ F]) is hemitian (positive semidefinite), 
(vii) $%!([ F]) = \k([ y]) is hermitian (positive se&definite). 
III. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DYAD AND KRONECKER 
PRODUCTS 
The dyad product of matrices is defined by ( A@n B)(X) = (tr B*X)A for 
B and X of appropriate size; the Kronecker product of matrices is defined by 
A@K R = (CL,, il[*, j]) where c[k, il[r, j] = akrbij* 
The eight linear transformations I, r, E, 0, q, A, A, and L? all give 
relationships between dyad and Kronecker products of matrices. These are 
quite different results from those of de Pillis [3,4], which characterize sums of 
dyad and Kronecker products, exhibiting a duality between these two tensor 
products of matrices. Our results are rearrangement theorems. 
As before, let .~8 = { Ei j } be the standard basis of appropriate size for a 
space of matrices, and let [.7] represent the matrix representation of the 
linear transformation F with respect to .?8 ordered lexicographically. 
THEOREM 3. LetAE&, andBEdp. Then 
(i) T([A@, B]) = A@, B, 
(ii) ‘T([A@,B])= ATBKK, 
(iii) :([A@, B])= A@, B*, 
(iv) O([ACD~B])=A~@~B*, 
(v) *([A@, B])= B_c&A~, 
(vi) A([AB~ B]) = B@K AT, 
(vii) A([A@,B])= B_*@,A, 
(viii) G([A@, B])= B8, A. 
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Proof. Since (A@oB)(Eij)=(trB*Eij)A =b,A = ~~,r~&ak.Ek,. 
This gives the above results entrywise: viz., 
I’([Ae,B])f’; = 
- 
ak,bij = (A@,@;;, 
T([Ae,Rj);; = a,& = (A%$);;, 
etc. n 
In [3] de Pillis defines his Q-map to be the linear extension of Q(U@oV) 
= U8,v for appropriate homomorphisms U and V. Since dyad products 
span their respective spaces, we observe that I is the matrix description of 
the de Pillis @-map relative to the .%? basis. In [S] de Pillis uses a linear 
transformation Y:Hom(U, V) + U@V defined by (9(T), R* 8, S) = 
(T(R), S) for all R E U, S E V. As one of his many results is that ,Ib(RB,S) 
= S * 8, R, Theorem 2(vii) gives us that A is a matrix representation of 9 
relative to .9. 
We observe that 9 (or A) gives us the “Theorem 2 type” generalization 
that #(.F) is hermitian iff .F is hermitian-preserving. However, 7 com- 
pletely positive does not imply that Y(F) is positive semidefinite. Consider 
Y:Mz+Mzgivenby 
Then 
1 0 0 -1 
*((--?) 000 = [ 
000 
0 I 0’ -100 1 
which gives us that 7 is completely positive. However, Y(F) is given by 
the matrix 
which is not positive semidefinite. 
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IV. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES 
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In this section we consider r and \k as linear transformations on MnP, 
THEOREM 4. On MnP, r is represented by the permutation which is the 
composite of the n2p(p - 1)/2 disjoint transpositions 
(Hi, jl, [T, ~11, [[iv rl, [j, sll) f or r + j; * is represented by the permutation 
which is the composite of the np2(n - 1)/2 disjoint transpositions 
(Hi, jl,[~, ~11, [[s, jl, [T, ill) for i + 8. 
On M,z, ‘k’, Z:, A, and A are represented by the permutations which are 
the composites of the n* - n2/3 disjoint 3-cycles 
([Ii, jl,[~, sll,[[j, rl,[i, sll,Ur, il,[j, ~11) when i = j = rfaik 
([[i, jl, [r, ~11, Hi, sl,[ j, rll,[[i, ~l,[s, jll) when j = T = s fails, 
([[i, jl,[r, sll,U~, jl,[s, ill,[[s, jl,[i, rll> when i = r = sfaik, and 
([[i, jl, [r, sll,[[s, iI, [r, jll, [[ j, ~1, [r, ill> when i = j = s fails, 
respectively. 
0 and Q are represented by the permutations which are 
comzsiz;f the (n4 - n2)/4 disjoint 4-cycks ([[i, j],[r, s]],[[j, s],[i,r]], 
[[s, r], [ j, i]],[[r, i], [s, j]]) fm i f s, j + r and the (n4 - n2)/4 disjoint 4 
cycles ([[i, jl,[r, sll,Ur, iI, [s, jll, [Is, rl, [ j, ill,[[ j, 81, Ii, rll) for i + s, j # r 
with the (n2- n)/2 disjoint 2-q&s ([[i, j],[j,i]],[[j,i],[i, j]]) for i # j, 
respectively. 
proof. BY Theorem 1, ‘(ELi,jl,rr,s1)= ELi,,],[j,,]. Since [[i, j],[r, s]] = 
([i, jl - l)np + if+, ~1, r is the permutation transformation represented by 
(J E 9&z where o([[i, jl,[r, sll)= [[i, rl,[j, ~11. Now (J fixes ELi,j],[r,s] 
iff Hi, rl, 1 j, sll = [[i, jl,[r, sll 
iff ([i, r] - 1)np + [ j, s] = ([i, j] - 1)np + [r, s] 
iff (r - j)np =(r - j)n 
iff r = j for p > 1, 1 < j, r < p, 1 < i, s < n. 
Since lY2 = I, we have the above result. An analogous argument gives the 9 
result. 
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On M,z, ‘I’ is the permutation transformation represented by p E S,,,, 
where P(H4 jl,l.r, sll>= [[j, rl,[i, ~11. Note that P fixes Eri,jl,[r,,] 
iff Hi, jl, [r, sll = [[j, rl, 14 811 
iff ([i, j] - l)n2 + [r, s] = ([j, r] - l)n2 + [i, s] 
iff (i- j)n3+(j -r)n2+(r-i)n=O 
iff i = j = r for 1< i, j, r < n. 
Since T3 = I, we have the result. An analogous argument gives the Z, A, and 
a results. 
Finally, on M,z, 0 is the permutation transformation represented by 
Y E $4 where v([[i, jl,[~, sll)= [[j, sl, [i, rll. Note that Y fixes ELi,jl,lr,s] 
iff Ii, jl, [T, ~11 = [[j, 81, ii, rll 
iff ([i, j]-l)n’+[r,s]=([j,s]-l)n2+[i,r] 
iff (i- j)f13+(j-s)n+(r-i)n2+(s-r)=O 
iff i = j = r = s for 1 < i, j, r, s Q n. 
Since O4 = I, y is the product of disjoint cycles of lengths two or four. Since 
u2([Ii. jl,[r, sll>= [IS, rl,[ j, il), y2 fixes E[i,jl,[r,S] 
iff ([i, j] - l)n2 + [r, s] = ([s, r] - l)n2 + [ j, i] 
iff(i-s)n3+(j-r)n2+(r- j)n+(s-i)=O 
iff i = s and j = r. 
This yields the result for 0; an analogous argument yields the D result. n 
For our next result we need a theorem by Bernet [2]. Let A = 
diag(a,, . . . , a,) and u E S,. Express u as a product of disjoint cycles, say 
o = olk,02k, ’ . . %k_* where ki denotes the cycle length of c&, and k, 
+ . . . + k, = n. Then the eigenvalues of A,, (A permuted by o) are the 
zeros of the polynomials hkl - n j E e,u j for i = 1,. . . , m, where Oi is the orbit 
of Uik . 
Bernet’s theorem and Theorem 3 give us the following results: 
THEOREM 5. On M,, the transjbmutions r and \k have the following 
properties: 
(i) 1 is an eigenvalue of (algebraic and geometric) multiplicity n2p( p + 
1)/2, and - 1 is an eigenvalue of (algebraic and geometric) multiplicity 
n2p( p - 1)/2 = s. 
(ii) det l’ = det \k = ( - 1)“. 
(iii) tr r = tr \k = pn2. 
(iv) 1 and ?Ir have minimal polyrwmials X2 - 1, elementary divisors X - 1 
and h+1. 
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On M,,z the transformations T, Z, A and A all have the following 
properties: 
(i) 1 is an eigenvalue of (algebraic and geometric) multiplicity n2 + b 
where b = n2( n - l)(n + 1)/3; ( - 1 + ifi)/ and ( - 1 - i6)/2 are eigen- 
values whose(algebraic and geometric) multiplicities are b. 
(ii) det ‘I’ = 1, etc. 
(iii) tr T = n2, etc. 
(iv) X3 - 1 is the minimal polynomial; (X - l)“‘(X3 - l)b is the character- 
istic polynomial. 
On M,z the transformations 0 and SI have the following properties: 
(i) 1 is an eigenvalue of (algebraic and geometric) multiplicity n + c + d, 
where c = ( n2 - n)/2 and d = ( n4 - n2)/4; - 1 is an eigenvalue of (alge- 
braic and geometric) multiplicity c + d; i and - i are eigenvalues of 
(algebraic and geometric) multiplicity d. 
(ii) detO=detfJ=(-l)c+d. 
(iii) tr 0 = tr 52 = n. 
(iv) X4 - 1 is the minimal polynomial; (X - l)“( X2 - 1)“(A4 - l)d is the 
characteristic polynomial. 
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